In this paper we present a generic approach for summarising multilingual news clusters such as the ones produced by the Europe Media Monitor (EMM) system. It is generic because it uses robust statistical techniques to perform the summarisation step and its multilinguality is inherited from the multilingual entity disambiguation system used to build the source representation. We ran preliminary experiments with the TAC 2008 data, an English corpus for summarisation research, and we obtained promising improvements over a summarisation system ranked in the top 20% at the TAC 2008 competition.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Europe Media Monitor (EMM) news gathering engine collects over 80K news articles per day in about 50 languages from about 2.2K web news sources [1] . It feeds the news articles into four publicly accessible media monitoring applications (see http://press.jrc.it/overview.html), each with a different focus. The EMM applications cluster all these articles into major news stories, identify entities (locations, persons, organisations) [2] , [3] , send out breaking news alerts to subscribed users, monitor the development of a story over time, link news clusters across languages [4] , and more. Currently, however, it does not provide succinct and comprehensive summaries for the news clusters. This is clearly a desirable feature since these clusters may contain hundreds of news articles which would otherwise be impossible to read in full within a short time frame and yet, this is often the case of decision makers within the European Union which make use of the EMM system on a daily or even hourly basis.
Another reason for needing to put a summarisation module in place within the EMM system is to bypass potential copyright issues. Currently, the EMM system serves as a news aggregator and general trend visualisaton tool. However, for obvious reasons, it can only point to the source articles for further examination of a given news story. Providing a high quality summary on site would substantially improve the usability of EMM as a news aggregation and trend visualisation system.
A distinctive characteristic of EMM that significantly adds to the overall complexity of the system is the high multilinguality of the raw data that the system must handle. Thus, one of the main challenges of an effort to develop a news summariser for the EMM system is that such a summariser must be necessarily multilingual, an issue that has not been addressed much in the vast literature on text summarisation.
In this work we address the problem of automatically producing summaries for the multilingual news clusters produced by the EMM system. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: in section II we discuss the related work; in section III we present the Latent Semantic Analisys model for summarisation which we use as our starting point; in section IV we describe the system for multilingual entity disambiguation we used to enhance the LSA representation; in section V we put forward our proposal for the summarisation of multilingual news clusters; in section VI we present and discuss preliminary results over the TAC 2008 data and in the last section we conclude the paper with pointers to future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Work on Text Summarisation has been quite varied and abundant. A basic processing model for Text Summarisation, proposed by Sparck-Jones [5] comprises three main stages: source text interpretation (I) to construct a source representation (e.g., lexical chains, semantic graphs, discourse models), source representation transformation (T) to form a summary representation (e.g., Singular Value Decomposition, SVD), and summary text generation (G). More practicallymotivated approaches that use shallow linguistic analysis and only partially cover this processing model, as well as more ambitious ones attempting all three stages using deep semantic analysis have been proposed in the literature.
There are approaches based on shallow linguistic analysis such as word frequencies [6] , cue phrases (e.g., "in conclusion", "in summary") and location (e.g., title, section headings) [7] ; there are machine learning approaches that combine a number of surface features [8] and/or more elaborate features exploiting discourse structure [9] to train classifiers using specialised corpora formed by pairs of documents and their hand-written summaries; there are also more sophisticated approaches, but still working at the surface level, exploiting cohesive relations like co-reference [10] and lexical cohesion [11] to identify salience or purely lexical approaches trying to identify 'implicit topics' by conflating together words using methods inspired by Latent Semantic Analysis LSA [12] ; using yet deeper linguistic analysis, there are approaches purely based on discourse structure (e.g., RST) [13] and others combining discourse structure with surface features [14] or lexical with higher level semantic information such as anaphora [15] ; and finally there are knowledge-rich approaches, where the source undergoes a substantial semantic analysis during the process of filling in a predefined template [16] or the source data is available in a more structured way (i.e., events have been identified already) [17] .
III. LSA-BASED SUMMARISATION
Originally proposed by [12] and later improved by [18] , this approach first builds a term-by-sentence matrix from the source, then applies a powerful statistical technique for matrix decomposition called Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and finally uses the resulting matrices to identify and extract the most salient sentences. The idea behind this is that the SVD finds the latent (orthogonal) dimensions, which in simple terms correspond to the different topics discussed in the source (fine-tuning of the model is necessary, though, for optimal performance).
More formally, we first build matrix A = [A 1 . . . A n ], where each column A i = [a 1i . . . a ni ] T represents the weighted term-frequency vector of sentence i in a given document. Each element in this vector is defined as a ji = L(t ji ) · G(t ji ), where t ji denotes the frequency with which term j occurs in sentence i, L(t ji ) is the local weight for term j in sentence i, and G(t ji ) is the global weight for term j in the whole document. We use a binary local weight and an entropy-based global weight (for more details see [19] ).
Once the matrix A is built, it is decomposed via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) defined as A = U ΣV T . Due to space constraints, details of how sentences are extracted using matrices V T and Σ are omitted here (see [19] for details on that).
IV. MULTILINGUAL ENTITY RECOGNITION AND DISAMBIGUATION
The disambiguation of entities in free text consists of first recognising a named entity in the text and then grounding it to an entity in the real world, say a location, a person or an organisation. The EMM system includes modules for entity recognition and disambiguation in 19 languages [2] , [3] . These modules are now being used as part of the summarisation task to add normalised and disambiguated structural information as input for LSA. In EMM, person, organisation and location entities are identified by unique language-independent identifiers which could be used as anchors to link related summaries across languages.
A. Recognition and Disambiguation of Geographical Locations
Historically (e.g., MUC-7 [20] ), place name recognition consists of identifying references to locations in text and to disambiguate them from homographic person names or from other homographic words. For instance, there are places called 'Javier' (Spain) and 'Solana' (Philippines), and there are places called 'And' (Iran), 'To' (Ghana) and 'Be' (India). Within the EMM framework, [2] go beyond this MUC task by furthermore disambiguating between various homographic place names in order to identify precise latitude-longitude information and to put a dot on a map. For example, there are 15 different locations each with the names of 'Berlin', 'Paris' and 'Roma', and there are 205 places called 'San Antonio'. In our experiments we make use of that EMM component to augment the term-by-sentence matrix ( Fig. 1) with disambiguated and normalised location information.
B. Recognition and Disambiguation of Organisation and Person Names
We additionally make use of the multilingual person and organisation recognition tools described in [3] . What distinguishes this tool from others is its high multilinguality and, most of all, the functionality to map name variants referring to the same entity. Name spelling variation is not only a multilingual phenomenon, but it is even very frequent within a single language. [3] identified up to 170 ways of spelling the same name (all found in real news text). By recognising and mapping existing name variants for the same entity and by feeding this normalised information to the LSA representation (as described in Sec. V), additional useful cross-document links can be established.
V. EXTENDING LSA WITH SEMANTIC INFORMATION
In the work presented here, we propose to add normalised and disambiguated entity information extracted from the news texts to the LSA representation normally relying only on lexical information. The intuition is that words alone are weaker anchors due to morphological variance and synonymy, while the extracted entity information used has been disambiguated and normalised. For instance, person names are frequently written differently across documents [3] , but after name variant recognition they can all be represented in the same way.
In our preliminary experiments, we followed the approach adopted by [15] and generalised the notion of 'term' to entail not only word tokens, but also references to real entities. Thus, we likewise extended the term-by-sentence matrix A used as input to the LSA with information about disambiguated entities (see Fig. 1 ). However, as opposed to [15] we did not use a coreference resolver. 1 Instead, we used a more general multilingual named entity disambiguator and geo-tagger (cf. previous section).
Augmenting the initial matrix with information about disambiguated entities naturally provides not only stronger inter-sentential cohesion (i.e., the LSA clusters sentences from different documents that make reference to the same entities), but also provides multilingual capabilities inherited by the multilingual entity disambiguation. Thus, this approach to summarisation is not only multi-document, but also multilingual. 2 
VI. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Using a standard English corpus for Summarisation research developed by the US National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) for the 2008 Text Analysis Conference (hereafter TAC-08), we obtained promising, though, not statistically significant improvements over a lexical-only baseline ranked in the top 15%-24% across all evaluation metrics at the 2008 TAC competition. For our preliminary experiments we used the popular ROUGE metric to evaluate the performance. The results are presented in Tables I, II and  III. On the standard multi-document summarisation task (see table I), we include the official scores at TAC-08 of a lexical-only summariser that we used as a baseline for our 1 Steinberger et al. 2007 worked on monolingual single-document summarisation. 2 The multilingual named entity disambiguator and geo-tagger developed at the JRC have already been used for cross-lingual linking of multilingual news clusters produced by the EMM system [4] . ) as well as an improved version of it referred to as 'lexical only' (cf. second row). The third row of table I corresponds to the results obtained by the LSA extension proposed in section V. The last row shows the results obtained by the best system at TAC-08 and is included only for reference purposes.
From Table I we can see that the performance of the 'lexi-cal+entities' version of the system is higher than the 'lexical only' version, our baseline, but we note the improvement is not statistically significant after running a t test. 3 It is worth noting that the EMM entity disambiguation module we used in this experiment has been optimised for precision, since in the EMM's context the vast amounts of data (i.e., over 80K processed articles per day) make up for the compromise on recall. However, in the TAC-08 context there is substantial room for improvement of the recall of entity mentions within a document by bringing in an intradocument coreference resolution system, such as GuiTAR [21] , and aggregating the output with that of the entity disambiguator. In the light of this we believe the attained results are promising. On the update summarisation task (see table II), 4 we present the same evaluation dimensions as for the standard summarisation task. The picture is similar to the previous case, though, the improvement this time is clearly insignificant. We believe this is possibly due to this second task being much more specific than the standard summarisation task and hence needing either more elaborate fine-tuning of the model or a much bigger corpus for a larger-scale evaluation.
Table III presents a combined picture of both tasks. Currently we are in the process of error analysis to identify the major sources of errors.
VII. CONCLUSION
We presented a generic statistical approach to summarisation based on the Latent Semantic Analysis paradigm.
The key extension to previous LSA-based work is the use of a multilingual and multi-document entity disambiguation system when building the source representation. The entity disambiguation system is able to identify and ground references to geographical locations in news articles in 19 languages to the corresponding entries in gazetteers as well as to link references to persons and organisations to respective records in a continuously updated database of known names built over the past eight years. We showed promising results from preliminary experiments with English using the Text Analysis Conferences corpus from 2008.
Next steps will include experiments such as adding intradocument co-reference (e.g., Obama, Barack Obama and US President) and adding further normalised entity information (e.g., dates, vehicles, professions and nationality expressions). At the workshop, we will show examples of multilingual summaries automatically produced by the system.
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